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Auditory efferent neurons reside in the brain and innervate the sensory hair cells of the cochlea to
modulate incoming acoustic signals. Two groups of efferents have been described in mouse and this
report will focus on the medial olivocochlear (MOC) system. Electrophysiological data suggest the MOC
efferents function in selective listening by differentially attenuating auditory nerve ﬁber activity in quiet
and noisy conditions. Because speech understanding in noise is impaired in age-related hearing loss, we
asked whether pathologic changes in input to MOC neurons from higher centers could be involved. The
present study investigated the anatomical nature of descending projections from the inferior colliculus
(IC) to MOCs in 3-month old mice with normal hearing, and in 6-month old mice with normal hearing
(CBA/CaH), early onset progressive hearing loss (DBA/2), and congenital deafness (homozygous Shaker2). Anterograde tracers were injected into the IC and retrograde tracers into the cochlea. Electron
microscopic analysis of double-labelled tissue conﬁrmed direct synaptic contact from the IC onto MOCs
in all cohorts. These labelled terminals are indicative of excitatory neurotransmission because they
contain round synaptic vesicles, exhibit asymmetric membrane specializations, and are co-labelled with
antibodies against VGlut2, a glutamate transporter. 3D reconstructions of the terminal ﬁelds indicate that
in normal hearing mice, descending projections from the IC are arranged tonotopically with low frequencies projecting laterally and progressively higher frequencies projecting more medially. Along the
mediolateral axis, the projections of DBA/2 mice with acquired high frequency hearing loss were shifted
medially towards expected higher frequency projecting regions. Shaker-2 mice with congenital deafness
had a much broader spatial projection, revealing abnormalities in the topography of connections. These
data suggest that loss in precision of IC directed MOC activation could contribute to impaired signal
detection in noise.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Abbreviations: ABC, avidin biotin complex; ABR, auditory brainstem response;
ANF, auditory nerve ﬁber; BDA, biotinylated dextran amine; CAP, compound action
potential; CM, cochlear microphonic; CNIC, central nucleus of the inferior colliculus; CTB, cholera toxin subunit B; DPOAE, distortion product otoacoustic emission;
IC, inferior colliculus; LSO, lateral superior olive; MNTB, medial nucleus of the
trapezoid body; MOC, medial olivocochlear; Ni-DAB, nickel intensiﬁed diaminobenzidine; NR, no response; OC, olivocochlear; OHC, outer hair cell; VNTB,
ventral nucleus of the trapezoid body
* Corresponding author. Garvan Institute of Medical Research, 384 Victoria Street,
Darlinghurst, NSW, 2010, Australia.
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.heares.2016.06.014
0378-5955/© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

The central auditory system is composed of ascending and
descending pathways. Olivocochlear (OC) efferents of the brain
stem comprise the ﬁnal stage of these descending pathways as they
communicate directly with the sensory receptors of the auditory
periphery. In mouse, medial olivocochlear efferents (MOCs) reside
bilaterally in the ventral nucleus of the trapezoid body (VNTB) and
dorso-medial periolivary nucleus (Brown et al., 2013). MOCs send
myelinated axons that terminate on outer hair cells (OHCs). MOC
activation effectively decreases cochlear gain, which facilitates
signal extraction from background noise, known as ‘antimasking’
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(Winslow and Sachs, 1987; Kawase et al., 1993; Kumar and Vanaja,
2004), and promotes protection from acoustic trauma (Rajan,
1988b; a; 1990, 1995; Brown et al., 2003; Maison et al., 2013;
Tong et al., 2013; Liberman and Maison, 2014).
Previous anatomical and electrophysiological experiments
suggest that the OC system receives descending input from higher
auditory centers, including the inferior colliculus (IC; Faye-Lund,
1986; Caicedo and Herbert, 1993; Thompson and Thompson,
1993; Vetter et al., 1993; Mulders and Robertson, 2000a, 2002;
Mulders et al., 2010) and auditory cortex (AC; Mulders and
Robertson, 2000b; Xiao and Suga, 2002; Perrot et al., 2006;
Dragicevic et al., 2015). Electrical stimulation of the IC results in
voltage changes reminiscent of both sound and electrical activation
of MOC efferents (Mulders and Robertson, 2000a, 2002; Popelar
et al., 2002; Groff and Liberman, 2003; Ota et al., 2004; Zhang
and Dolan, 2006). Anatomically, descending inputs appear to be
arranged in a topographic manner where dorsally placed injections
in lower frequency regions label projections more laterally in VNTB,
and ventrally placed injections in higher frequency regions label
projections progressively more medially (Caicedo and Herbert,
1993; Malmierca et al., 1996). This relationship is consistent with
the idea that the MOC ﬁltering operation is optimized by
frequency-speciﬁc suppression that enables spectral differentiation
between signals and noise. In the presence of multiple voice
streams, selective spectral ﬁltering directed by descending connections from higher centers would be crucial for speech
intelligibility.
Impaired signal extraction in noisy environments is a hallmark
feature of age-related hearing loss. We hypothesize that hearing
loss may result in an organizational disintegration of descending
projections from the IC to auditory efferents. In this study, we have
shown that the IC provides direct synaptic input to MOC efferents in
hearing, hearing loss, and deafness whose morphology is indicative
of excitatory transmission. We have mapped the topographic
descending projection from the IC to the region containing MOC
efferents, the VNTB, in the normal hearing, adult CBA/CaH mouse.
We then investigated this organization of descending IC input in
mouse models of early onset hearing loss (DBA/2) and congenitally
deaf (Shaker-2) mice.
2. Materials and methods
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2.2. Auditory Brainstem Response (ABR) testing
ABR testing was performed prior to experimentation to verify
that the degree of hearing ability in each cohort matched that reported in the published literature. A total of 31 animals were used
to compile ABR data from the 3 mouse strains at 1, 3 and 6 months
of age (Fig. 1). A subset of this ABR cohort was examined in the
course of this study (Table 1). Animals were anaesthetized with
ketamine/xylazine (50 mg/kg and 10 mg/kg, respectively) and
placed in a double walled, sound attenuated chamber (Sonora
Technology Co., Yokohama, Japan), on a battery operated, infrared
heat pad. Needle electrodes were inserted into the skin at the
vertex and pinna, with a ground reference inserted into the muscle
of the hind leg (biceps femoris). Free ﬁeld click (0.1 ms rectangular
pulse, repetition rate of 10/sec) and tone stimuli (4, 8, 16, 24, 32 and
40 kHz; 5 ms duration; 0.5 ms rise-fall) were generated with a
signal processor (RZ6; Tucker Davis Technologies [TDT], Alachua,
FL) controlled by BioSigRZ software (v5.3; TDT), preampliﬁed
(Medusa RA16PA; TDT) and delivered using a magnetic speaker
(MF1; TDT). Stimuli were presented at 10 dB decreasing steps from
90 dB SPL to 0 dB SPL. Averaged responses to 512 stimuli presentations were ﬁltered (0.5e3 kHz; notch at 50 Hz), plotted and
used to determine threshold.
2.3. Neuronal tract tracing
Discrete deposits of anterograde biotinylated dextran amine
(BDA) tracer were made into the central nucleus of the IC (CNIC) to
label descending axon projections and their terminals in the VNTB.
Injections were guided by in vivo electrophysiological recordings of
multi-unit responses to sound in awake 3 month (n ¼ 6) or 6 month
(n ¼ 2) CBA/CaH mice, or placed stereotaxically in mice with
hearing loss (6 month old DBA/2; n ¼ 2) or congenital deafness (6
month old sh2/sh2; n ¼ 3). Animals were prepared for awake
electrophysiological recordings using published methods to install
a head restraint under anaesthesia (Muniak et al., 2012). Brieﬂy, the
procedure involved securing the animal in a stereotaxic frame
under general anaesthetic (isoﬂurane; 1.5e2.0% in ~600 cc/min O2).
A midline incision was made on the superior surface of the calvaria
for installation of a head post and ground pin. Using a #11 scalpel
blade to etch through the bone overlying the inferior colliculus, a

All methods used for this report followed the guidelines
established by the NHMRC and were approved by the Animal Ethics
Committee for the Garvan Institute of Medical Research and St.
Vincent's Hospital, University of New South Wales.
2.1. Mouse models of hearing, hearing loss and deafness
Three well characterized mouse strains were used in this study.
Normal hearing, 3-month old and 6-month old CBA/CaH mice
(Zheng et al., 1999) were used as baseline controls from which
descending projections from IC to VNTB were investigated. The
DBA/2 mouse exhibits early onset hearing loss at around 3 weeks of
age due to a mutation in the Cadherin-23 gene (Cdh23), which affects the tip links of stereocilia atop hair cells (Willott et al., 1984;
Hultcranz and Spangberg, 1997; Johnson et al., 2000; Wang and
Manis, 2006). The homozygous Shaker-2 (sh2/sh2) mouse exhibits
congenital deafness due to a point mutation in the gene, Myo15, on
chromosome 11, whose expression is limited to the inner ear and
pituitary gland (Probst et al., 1998; Liang et al., 1999). Functionally,
the shortened stereocilia atop hair cells affect both auditory and
vestibular systems producing phenotypic deafness and circling
behavior (Beyer et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2003).

Fig. 1. Auditory Brainstem Response (ABR) thresholds shifts in DBA/2 compared to
baseline, normal hearing CBA/CaH mice. At all ages, DBA/2 mice show signiﬁcant
threshold shifts in frequency regions greater than 16 kHz (p < 0.0001). One-month old
DBA/2 mice start life with normal hearing between 4 and 8 kHz. Threshold shifts for
DBA/2 mice are greatest at the 8e16 kHz region, and occur in a progressive manner.
Because of the dynamic change in hearing status at this octave band, we targeted this
12 kHz frequency region (blue highlight) for our stereotaxic injections and anatomical
analyses. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 2. Discrete injections of BDA were made in the CNIC guided by multi-unit recordings in CBA/CaH mice. The resultant labeling of axonal projections that descended
to the VNTB were analyzed for this report. (A) Light micrograph shows the ipsilateral
superior olivary complex at low magniﬁcation with major subdivisions of the superior
olivary complex indicated. LSO e Lateral Superior Olive; MNTB e Medial Nucleus of the
Trapezoid Body; VNTB e Ventral Nucleus of the Trapezoid Body. (B) Higher magniﬁcation photomicrograph of inset region in (A) revealing descending IC ﬁbers giving rise
to bouton endings in VNTB. Boutons as shown in this micrograph were plotted for all
cases to determine the spatial distribution of terminal ﬁelds. Scale bar equals 250 mm
(A) and 25 mm (B).

2 mm2 craniotomy was made. Bone wax (W31G, Ethicon, Somervile, NJ) was used to cover the craniotomy during all nonexperimental periods. Speaker calibration was performed prior to
experimentation using a ¼” free ﬁeld microphone (Type 4939;
Bruel and Kjaer, Nærum, Denmark) and preampliﬁer (Type 2670;
Bruel and Kjaer, Nærum, Denmark) positioned within the stereotaxic apparatus to approximate the location of the mouse's
contralateral ear. A measuring ampliﬁer (Type 2610; Bruel and
Kjaer, Nærum, Denmark) recorded a steady mean 10 dB SPL increase from 4 to 20 kHz, and decrease of a rate about 2.5 dB per
10 kHz from 20 to 100 kHz. Following overnight recovery, the animal was administered a mild sedative (acepromazine; 0.07 mg/kg),
and secured in a stereotaxic frame in our sound-attenuated booth.
Multiunit recordings were performed using quartz micropipette
electrodes (16e20 mm tip diameter; 4e10 MU resistance) ﬁlled
with 10% biotinylated dextran amine tagged with ﬂuorescein (BDA;
Cat #D7178, 10 000 MW Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) in 0.5 M
Tris and 0.15 M KCl. Digitally generated broadband noise stimuli
were presented by custom software (Batlab; Donald Gans) in a free
ﬁeld arrangement 10 cm away from the contralateral ear, where the
speaker was placed 25 off midline. The electrode was advanced

into the brain at an angle of 12 using a motorized hydraulic
micromanipulator (2650; Kopf Instruments). Sound evoked spike
discharges were used to select the injection site in the CNIC.
Neuronal responses to tone bursts (4e100 kHz) at 10 dB step
decreasing intensities were used to construct multiunit tuning
curves, from which best frequency was extrapolated. Following
electrophysiological tuning, the cocktail of dyes was iontophoretically injected using a high voltage, constant current source (CS 3;
Midgard/Stoelting) set at 5 mA of positive charge, alternating 7 s on
and 7 s off for 5e10 min. The electrode was withdrawn 5e10 min
after the injection, the craniotomy covered with bone wax, and the
animal returned to its cage.
IC injections were guided by electrophysiological recordings or
stereotaxic coordinates and made into the region around 12 kHz to
allow for comparisons between cohorts. This frequency band is
where the DBA/2 mice show the greatest age-related shift in
hearing sensitivity (Fig. 1; see also Connelly et al., 2016 in this issue
for further discussion). Two additional animals from each cohort
also received an injection of cholera toxin subunit B (CTB; 0.5% in
0.5 M Tris buffer, pH 7.6 and 3 M NaCl; List Biological Laboratories,
Campbell, CA) through the round window of the cochlea to label
olivocochlear efferent cell bodies for electron microscopic analysis
of synaptic morphology. Cochlear injections were carried out under
general anaesthetic (isoﬂurane; 1.5e2.0% in ~600 cc/min O2), along
with local administration of an anaesthetic (bupivacaine; 8 mg/kg)
and intraperitoneal injection of an analgesic (buprenorphine;
0.1 mg/kg). The cochlea was accessed by a transverse incision
behind the right pinna. After removal of the tympanic membrane,
incus, and malleus, the bulla was opened to visualize the stapes and
stapedial artery. A high temperature, ﬁne tip disposable cautery
(Medtronic, North Ryde, NSW, Australia) was used to cauterize the
stapedial artery. Upon accessing the round window, small tissue
wicks were used to absorb perilymph. A quartz pipette (outside tip
diameter of 80e100 mm), attached to a Nanoject II Injector
(Drummond Scientiﬁc Company, Broomall, PA, USA), was used to
slowly inject 5 ml of CTB over a 5-min period. After withdrawing the
pipette, the round window was covered with gelfoam, and the
wound closed using silk sutures.
After a 10e14 day survival period, animals were deeply anaesthetized with sodium pentobarbitone and perfused intracardially
with a prewash of 5 ml of 1% sodium nitrite in 0.1 M phosphate
buffered saline followed by 60 ml of 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M
phosphate buffer. Heads were postﬁxed in phosphate buffered 4%
paraformaldehyde for 2e3 h (electron microscopic processing) or
overnight (brightﬁeld and ﬂuorescence processing). The dissected
brain was then embedded in bovine serum albumin hardened with
paraformaldehyde and glutaraldehyde, and cut into 50e60 mm
thick coronal sections on a vibrating microtome (VT1200S; Leica
Systems, Nussloch, FRG).
Immunohistochemical processing was performed on free
ﬂoating sections using a modiﬁed two-day protocol (Ye et al.,
2000), which results in anterogradely labelled ﬁbers ﬁlled with
black reaction product contacting retrogradely labelled efferent cell
bodies containing granular, brown reaction product. Rinses were
performed thrice within a 15 min window using fresh 0.12 M Tris
buffered saline, unless otherwise stated. Tissue was incubated in 1%
H2O2 for 10 min to remove endogenous peroxidase. Sections were
rinsed, permeabilized for 1 h in 0.1e0.5% PhotoFlo (Kodak,
Rochester, NY), incubated for 1 h in ABC (Vectastain Elite ABC Kit;
Cat# PK-6100; Vector Labs), rinsed and developed using nickel
intensiﬁed diaminobenzidine (Ni-DAB) enabling visualization of
the anterograde tracer BDA. Sections were rinsed again and incubated again in 1% H2O2 for 10 min, rinsed and incubated in 1%
normal rabbit serum (Cat # S-5000; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA), then incubated overnight at 4  C on a shaking platform

Fig. 3. Electron microscopic evidence of synapses between IC projections and MOC efferents in normal hearing CBA/CaH mice. (A) Schematic illustration of anterograde tracer BDA
injected into the left IC (blue) and retrograde tracer CTB injected into the right cochlea (green) of the same animal. Dotted box shows region studied with electron microscopy where
anterograde and retrograde labeling converged. (B) Light micrograph of tissue embedded in a BEEM capsule shows BDA labelled axon giving rise to multiple boutons in close
proximity to a CTB labelled cell body of a MOC efferent. (C) A light micrograph of the same region of tissue as in (B) in a 250 nm thick, semi-thin section. (D) Electron micrograph of
the cell shown in (B) and (C). The cell body has been tinted green and nucleus tinted yellow. Notice the blood vessel located to the right of the cell (white arrow), which is also visible
in panel (C). The CTB reaction product is visible in lysosomes (black arrowhead). (E, F) Electron micrographs of labelled terminals synapsing onto a somatic spine (E) and directly
onto the soma (F). The density of the reaction product partially obscures the round synaptic vesicles. The prominent postsynaptic membrane thickenings are indicated between the
white arrowheads. An unlabelled terminal is also seen synapsing on the somatic spine (E; black arrowheads). Scale bars equal 100 mm (B, C), 10 mm (D), 500 nm (E, F). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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in polyclonal goat anti-CTB primary antibody (1:10,000; Cat# 703,
RRID:AB_10013220; List Biological Laboratories). The following
day, sections were washed and incubated in biotinylated rabbit
anti-goat secondary (1:200; Cat# BA-5000; Vector Labs) for one
hour, washed again, incubated in ABC for another hour, and
developed using DAB. Some sections were selected for electron
microscopic processing (see below), and all other sections were
mounted and cover slipped using Permount (Fisher Scientiﬁc,
Pittsburgh, PA).
To investigate the neurochemical nature of descending IC input
in terms of excitatory or inhibitory activation, immunohistochemistry for vesicular glutamate transporter 2 (VGlut2) was performed
in animals that received ﬂuorescent BDA injections into the IC, and
tissue imaged using a confocal microscope (DMI 6000 SP8; Leica
Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). Sections were permeabilized in
0.25% Triton X 100 (T8787; Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO) for ten
minutes, soaked for one hour in 10% normal goat serum with 0.2%
Triton X-100, and incubated overnight at 4  C in rabbit anti-VGlut2
primary antibody (1:1,000; Cat# V2514; RRID:AB_477611; SigmaAldrich, St Louis, MO), with 0.2% Triton X-100. The following day,
sections were rinsed, and incubated in goat anti-rabbit secondary
antibody conjugated to Alexa568 (1:200; Cat# A-11004) for one
hour and rinsed a ﬁnal time before being mounted and cover
slipped using Vectashield Hard Set Mounting Medium (H-1400;
Vector Labs).
Processing for electron microscopy involved inﬁltrating the
tissue with osmium tetroxide (1% osmic acid in 0.1 M s-Collidine
buffer pH 7.4), staining with 1% uranyl acetate, then dehydrating,
and embedding in PolyBed 812 (Polysciences, Inc., Warrington, PA)
between two sheets of Aclar (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatﬁeld, PA). Small regions of interest were cut out from the polymerized Polybed 812 and embedded in a BEEM capsule from which
semi thin (250 nm) and ultrathin (70 nm) serial sections were
prepared and examined using a transmission electron microscope
(H7650; Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan).
2.4. Quantitative analysis
ABR data were uploaded to a custom built web based analysis
program (openabr.org, Samuel Kirkpatrick), where computercontrolled thresholds, deﬁned as the level of sound presentation
(dB SPL) required for peak amplitude signals to be greater than 4
standard deviations above the baseline noise (Bogaerts et al., 2009),
were recorded. Thresholds were then analyzed using 2-way ANOVA
and Sidak's multiple comparison test using Prism (Graphpad, La
Jolla, CA).
The location of each labelled terminal was plotted using Neurolucida software (Microbrightﬁeld, Essex, VT, USA) attached to
light microscope (Nikon, Eclipse E600) controlled via a motorized
stage (LEP, Ludl Electronic Products, Hawthorne, NY). Anatomical
landmarks including the midline, inferior cerebellar peduncle and
nuclei of the superior olivary complex were traced in each section
to assist in serial section orientation and 3D reconstruction. Data
were imported and processed in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA).
Due to variations in sectioning orientation and to account for tissue
shrinkage between animals, the raw data were normalized per case
so the location of individual labelled terminal was represented as a
proportion of the distance between the midline and peduncle
where the peduncle to midline distance was deﬁned as 100%. The
mean peduncle distance across all cases was then used to normalize
across cases. Within cases, the terminal bouton density was
calculated by section, where 100 bins were drawn from the 100%
distance from midline to peduncle. The number of terminals in
each bin was then divided by the total number of terminals in that
case. Statistical analyses of terminal data were performed on

normalized section means grouped by case. This approach allowed
us to analyze the region of greatest terminal density, and utilized
the standard deviations of each section as a measure of degree of
mediolateral spread (within cases) along the rostrocaudal axis
(between cases). One-way ANOVA and the Brown-Forsythe test
were used to analyze normalized section means and standard deviation data in Prism (Graphpad, La Jolla, CA).
3. Results
3.1. Strategy for investigating descending IC projections in hearing
loss
The goal of this project was to analyze synapse morphology and
quantify the spatial distribution and topographic projections in
mice with respect to hearing status. Thus, we created our experimental cohorts on the basis of functional hearing of strains veriﬁed
against previous reports using ABR testing. A 2-way ANOVA
showed signiﬁcant differences in hearing thresholds across frequencies (p < 0.0001) and cohorts (p < 0.0001) with a signiﬁcant
interaction (p < 0.0001). Sidak's multiple comparison test, however, showed no signiﬁcant change in thresholds between CBA/CaH
mice at any of the frequencies tested at 1, 3 or 6 months of age.
Thus, CBA/CaH mice of all ages were pooled, and used as our
baseline standard (Fig. 1). Homozygous Shaker-2 mice were veriﬁed
to be congenitally deaf, as they did not exhibit sound evoked neural
activity at any age. Because the sh2/sh2 mouse receives no auditory
input at any age, we reasoned that reorganization of descending
terminals would be consistent across the entire frequency spectrum. They were called unresponsive and used as the “ceiling” to
our plots.
The DBA/2 animals emerged as the best subjects to investigate
the effects of hearing loss on descending projections because they
have hearing at birth and experience progressive threshold elevation starting at high frequencies and spreading to lower frequencies
as the animal ages (Fig. 1). Thresholds of CBA/CaH mice at all ages
were grouped, and means at each frequency were used to compare
threshold shifts in DBA/2 mice at 1, 3, and 6 months of age. This
threshold shift occurred in the 8e16 kHz range in an age-graded
progressive fashion. Therefore, projections of the 12 kHz frequency region were targeted by stereotaxic injections in 6 month
old DBA/2 and sh2/sh2 mice in order to assess changes related to
hearing loss. The 12 kHz frequency region was also targeted in aged
CBA/CaH mice to verify that observed changes were attributable to
hearing status rather than age alone.
3.2. Synaptic input from the inferior colliculus projections upon
MOC efferents in hearing, hearing loss, and deaf animals
Injections of the anterograde tracer, BDA, were made into the
CNIC. Immunohistochemical processing allowed for visualization of
the injection site in the CNIC from which descending projections
coursed ventrally through the lateral lemniscus and arborized in
and about the ipsilateral VNTB (Fig. 2A) to create a ﬁeld of en
passant and terminal boutons (Fig. 2B). Boutons were deﬁned as
swellings with a diameter at least two times greater than their
parent axons. En passant and terminal boutons could be clearly
observed by focusing up and down through the tissue section, and
those that ﬁt the above criterion were plotted using Neurolucida
software.
In all mice that received combined injections of BDA in the IC
and CTB in the cochlea (Fig. 3A), light microscopic analyses revealed
anterogradely labelled IC projections in close apposition with
retrogradely labelled MOC efferents (Fig. 3B). Labelled cells of interest were identiﬁed in subsequent 250 nm thick, semi-thin
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Fig. 4. VGlut2 immunostaining of descending projections from IC to MOCs. (A) Photomicrograph of superior olivary complex region in a CBA/CaH mouse that received an injection of
BDA-miniEmerald (green) into the IC followed by immunostaining for VGlut2 (magenta). A schematic drawing in upper left indicates the location of the region of interest with a
dotted box. (B) Higher magniﬁcation of a confocal maximum projection z stack (boxed region in A) showing a descending ﬁber giving rise to boutons (arrowheads). (C, D) Confocal
images of the same region at different z planes showing co-localization of BDA and VGlut2 (white) in boutons, indicated by the arrowheads. Scale bars equal 250 mm (A), 10 mm
(BeD). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 5. Representative electron micrographs of synapse between a descending IC axon
terminal and a MOC efferent neuron in a 6-month-old DBA/2 mouse. (A) The cell body
of the MOC efferent has been tinted green and the nucleus colored yellow. An anterogradely labelled terminal is seen contacting the soma (box) and CTB reaction product
is indicated by the black arrowhead. (B) Higher magniﬁcation electron micrograph of
the axosomatic synapse formed between the labelled terminal and MOC efferent cell
body. The postsynaptic density is indicated between the white arrowheads. The synapse appears asymmetric and the vesicles round, indicative of excitatory neurotransmission. Qualitatively, no change in synaptic morphology appeared to accompany
hearing loss. Scale bars equal 10 mm (A), 500 nm (B). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

sections using nearby landmarks such as blood vessels (Fig. 3C and
D). In normal hearing 3-month old CBA/CaH mice, terminals arising
from descending IC projections were found to synapse directly on
MOC efferent cell bodies (Fig. 3DeF). In our tissue, the cytosolic CTB
reaction product was clearly visualized either packaged into the
lysosomes (Fig. 3D, black arrowhead) or occasionally observed as
electron dense material coupled with the nuclear envelope, endoplasmic reticulum, and Golgi apparatus. Retrogradely labelled MOC
neurons showed characteristic ultrastructural properties including
the concentric arrangement of Golgi apparatus, arrays of rough
endoplasmic reticulum, and other organelles around the nucleus
(Benson and Brown, 2006). The nuclear envelope was highly
invaginated and contained a conspicuous, centrally placed nucleolus. Large dendrites could be distinguished from the somata via
the parallel arrangement of organelles. Anterogradely labelled
terminals contained round synaptic vesicles and exhibited asymmetric postsynaptic densities, although the density of the reaction
product interfered with attempts at quantifying vesicle size and
shape. Consequently, immunohistochemical processing was utilized to buttress the presumed excitatory nature of descending
projections. The primary excitatory neurotransmitter in the IC is
glutamate (Saint Marie, 1996; Kelly and Caspary, 2005), and the
VNTB is known to contain glutamatergic terminals that can be
labelled using VGlut2. Analysis of double-labelled ﬂuorescent tissue using confocal microscopy indicated that descending IC terminals in VNTB co-localize with VGlut2 (Fig. 4).
Electron microscopic analysis conﬁrmed that synapses of
descending projections of the IC onto retrogradely labelled MOC
efferents were present in 6-month old DBA/2 mice (Fig. 5) and 6month old sh2/sh2 mice (Fig. 6). Analogous to the methods
employed for normal hearing mice, retrogradely labelled MOC efferents appearing to receive anterogradely labelled descending
projections from the IC were ﬁrst identiﬁed using light microscopy.
Labelled terminals in DBA/2 mice with hearing loss appeared
qualitatively similar to those observed in normal hearing animals,

Fig. 6. Representative electron micrograph of synapse between an IC terminal and a MOC efferent cell body in a 6 month old deaf Shaker2 mouse. (A) A section through this MOC
neuron (tinted green) shows a labelled terminal (tinted blue) making contact. Its nucleus is not visible in this section, but CTB reaction product is visible (black arrowhead). (B)
Higher magniﬁcation electron micrograph shows the axosomatic synapse with better details. These terminals exhibit round synaptic vesicles and asymmetric postsynaptic densities
(indicated by white arrowheads). Scale bars equal 10 mm (A), 500 nm (B). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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possessing round synaptic vesicles and asymmetric postsynaptic
densities (Fig. 5B). Hearing loss did not appear to affect synaptic
structure in terms of synaptic vesicle size and shape or postsynaptic
density length and thickness. Despite a complete lack of sound
driven activity in congenitally deaf sh2/sh2 mice, synapses of
labelled IC projections appeared qualitatively similar to those of
CBA/CaH and DBA/2 mice. There appeared to be a normal complement of round synaptic vesicles and asymmetric postsynaptic
densities.
3.3. Frequency organization of descending input in normal hearing
animals
BDA injections were made in normal hearing, 3-month old CBA/
CaH mice, at best frequencies of 55, 47, 40, 23, 11 and 8 kHz (Fig. 7).
There is a systematic relationship between recorded frequency and
location of the injection site in the CNIC where characteristic frequency of neurons in the central nucleus, going from high to low,
progresses in a ventral-to-dorsal fashion. This tonotopic organization has been observed in the CNIC of other mammals (Rose et al.,
1963; Merzenich and Reid, 1974; Roth et al., 1978) and gave us
conﬁdence that we could analyze the distribution of terminals in
the VNTB with respect to characteristic frequency recorded in the
IC.
The distribution of labelled terminals from these injections was
plotted in 3D in the ipsilateral VNTB using Neurolucida software. In
each case, terminals were distributed along the mediolateral and
rostrocaudal aspects of the VNTB. Even in raw plots, where terminal
density is not taken into account, mediolateral variation was
evident with respect to frequency of injection site: descending
terminals from higher frequency regions were located in medial
VNTB regions, whereas lower frequency injections produced terminals distributed more laterally (Fig. 8AeF).
Heat maps of normalized data allowed investigation of two aspects not clearly evident in the raw plots: ﬁrstly, the density of
boutons in the z dimension within each case (i.e., the point of
greatest density along the mediolateral axis per section), and,
secondly, the normalized mediolateral position of boutons between
cases. Heat maps also illustrate the within case bouton density
along the rostrocaudal aspects with respect to frequency of injection site. Bouton density reﬂects the proportion of total boutons
counted for that case where yellows represent greater bouton
density, and reds represent lesser bouton density. When bouton
density is assessed, a clear trend is visible in both medial-lateral
and rostral-caudal axes. Higher frequencies project more medially
and lower frequencies project more laterally. A 1-way ANOVA
showed that the mean mediolateral location varied signiﬁcantly
with frequency (p < 0.0001, Fig. 8GeL).
In all cases, bouton density is greater in rostral sections
compared to caudal sections (Fig. 8GeL). The spatial relationship of
frequency to terminal distribution was quantiﬁed by determining
the normalized location of each terminal (mean and standard deviation) for each section and plotting these data on a case by case
basis (Fig. 8MeR). No clear trend was observed between injection
size (measured using reconstructed volume in mm3; Table 1), total
bouton count, or bouton spread. The Brown-Forsythe test indicated
that no signiﬁcant variance was observed in standard deviations of

Fig. 7. Photomicrographs of CNIC injection sites in individual CBA/CaH mice. The
anterograde tracer, BDA, was iontophoretically injected in order to label descending
projections to the VNTB, and visualized by reacting tissue with nickel intensiﬁed
diaminobenzidine, which formed a dark reaction product. Tuning curves constructed
from data recorded at each injection site identiﬁed the frequency regions as 55 kHz,
47 kHz, 40 kHz, 23 kHz, 11 kHz, and 8 kHz. The subsequent projections of these injections are shown in Fig. 8. Scale bar equals 1 mm (AeF).
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Fig. 8. Frequency organization of the descending terminal ﬁelds in individual CBA/CaH mice (by rows). Plots are from injections made into different frequency regions in the CNIC:
55 kHz, 47 kHz, 40 kHz, 23 kHz, 11 kHz, and 8 kHz. (AeF) 3-dimensional renderings of boutons in VNTB viewed from a dorsal aspect of the brain through the superior olivary
complex illustrating the spatial distribution of boutons (colored Xs) along the mediolateral and rostrocaudal aspect (unnormalized data). Anatomical landmarks are indicated with
red stars (inferior cerebellar peduncle), red shading (fourth ventricle), cyan shading (lateral superior olive [LSO]), and grey shading (medial nucleus of the trapezoid body [MNTB]).
(GeL) Heat maps of normalized data illustrate the density of boutons along mediolateral and rostrocaudal aspects. Yellows represent greater bouton density and reds represent
lesser bouton density in the z dimension. A clear trend is evident when bouton distribution is considered; higher frequencies project more medially and lower frequencies project
more laterally. In every case, bouton density is greater in rostral sections compared to caudal sections. (MeR) Plots of each case showing relative bouton density (ellipse height) and
mean ± SD (ellipse center and length, respectively). Section based standard deviations did not vary signiﬁcantly between cases, suggesting the mediolateral terminal spread across
the rostrocaudal axis was consistent between cases. A one way ANOVA performed on section means showed that there was signiﬁcant differences in mediolateral location
(p < 0.0001), indicating that the mean terminal location varied with frequency, consistent with the tonotopic heat maps.
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Table 1
Injection and bouton data for each case by cohort. Estimated injection volumes were calculated using tracings of the injection site. No clear relationship could be identiﬁed
between injection parameters (e.g. tip diameter, injection/rest time, estimated injection volume) and total boutons plotted. Asterisks (*) indicate that some sections were
processed for electron microscopic analysis and were not plotted.
Hearing
status
Normal
Hearing

Strain Age

Case

Resistance Tip
Character-istic dB
Injection/ Section
(Attenuation) (MU)
thickness
frequency
diameter Rest
(mm)
(kHz)
(mins)
(mm)

CBA/ 3
AM474 55
CaH month AM192 47
AM473 37
M319 23
M355 11
AM616 8
AM214 14
6
month AM215 13
Early onset DBA/
AM286 n/a
HL
2
AM287 n/a
Congenitally sh2/
AM235 n/a
deaf
sh2
AM306 n/a
AM317 n/a

65
79
73
90
64
69
93
103
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

10
7
10
5
6
4
6
7
e
e
e
e
e

18
16
18
20
18
20
16
16
20
20
20
20
20

terminals between cases, suggesting that the overall spread of
terminal endings in the VNTB is relatively consistent across all
frequencies investigated. Taken together, these results suggest that
while the location of the greatest terminal density shifts as a
function of characteristic frequency, the relative distribution of
terminals along the rostrocaudal and mediolateral axes remained
constant.

3.4. Descending input in normal hearing animals
To verify that potential changes to descending projections to
MOC efferents from the IC are representative of hearing loss rather
than senescence, 6-month-old normal hearing CBA/CaH mice were
subjected to the same injection parameters in the 12 kHz region.
The recorded best frequencies from these injection sites were
13 kHz and 14 kHz (Fig. 9AeB). 6-month mice showed no signiﬁcant difference to 3-month mice in terms of terminal spread across
the mediolateral axis, measured by standard deviation around the
section mean, suggesting that the mediolateral spread of terminals
in VNTB is unaffected by age (Fig. 10). In both cases, as expected, the
mean terminal location was slightly medial to the 11 kHz range,
however, this shift was not statistically signiﬁcant.

3.5. Descending input in 6-month old mice with hearing loss
The spatial organization of descending projections in mice with
hearing loss was investigated using injections directed into the
12 kHz region of the CNIC (Fig. 9CeD). This location was determined using stereotaxic coordinates calculated from recovered
injection sites at the 11 kHz region of an adult normal hearing CBA/
CaH mouse (Fig. 7E) and the 13 kHz and 14 kHz regions of aged
normal hearing CBA/CaH mice (Fig. 9AeB). In this way, terminal
location data are compared to the normal hearing 11 kHz case
(Fig. 8E,K, Q). Terminals of descending projections were present
along the entire rostrocaudal and mediolateral aspects of the VNTB
(Fig. 11AeB). Terminal density as revealed by heat maps was
greatest in rostral sections, and no signiﬁcant difference was
observed in variance indicating a rostro-lateral migration similar to
that observed in normal hearing animals (Fig. 11CeD). The
mediolateral location of boutons per section in the hearing loss
cases showed signiﬁcant medial shifting compared to the 11 kHz
normal hearing case (Fig. 11EeF; p < 0.001) but did not differ
signiﬁcantly in terms of mediolateral spread (i.e. SD around the
section mean).

5/5
10/5
5/5
10/10
5/5
5/5
7/5
7/5
5/5
7/5
5/5
7/4
6/5

60
50
60
50
50
60
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

Sections Total
Estimated
Total
plotted distance
injection volume boutons
plotted (mm) (mm3)
plotted
16*
21
16*
21
21
18
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

1080
1050
1020
1050
1050
1020
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050

0.16
0.12
0.11
0.15
0.09
0.25
0.06
0.25
0.12
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.15

12,108
1672
16,535
4374
3899
14,279
2084
7070
3606
7080
2716
4935
3951

3.6. Descending input in 6-month old deaf mice
When comparing injections in the 12 kHz region of the IC between deaf sh2/sh2 cases (Fig. 9CeE), labelled projections appeared
less consistent and orderly than all other cohorts (Fig. 12AeC). We
used data from the 3-month hearing CBA/CaH case (11 kHz) for
comparison. Qualitative plots of boutons in both the rostrocaudal
and mediolateral dimensions showed varying degrees of patchiness
(Fig. 12AeC). Heat maps accounting for terminal density illustrated
this patchiness, and variability of terminal density on the rostrocaudal axis (Fig. 12DeF). Unlike the hearing loss cases, however,
terminals in deaf cases were not generally shifted compared to the
normal hearing 11 kHz CBA/CaH. They did, however, exhibit significantly greater mediolateral spread (Fig. 12GeI). The SDs around the
section mean in all deaf cases showed signiﬁcantly greater variance
(p < 0.05), indicating that the mediolateral location of terminals
across the rostrocaudal dimension was much broader on average.
4. Discussion
The tonotopic organization of the auditory system emphasizes
the crucial role of frequency discrimination that underlies our
ability to separate one sound from another. We conﬁrmed the
topographic descending projections from the CNIC to MOC efferent
neurons in the VNTB in normal hearing animals (Caicedo and
Herbert, 1993; Malmierca et al., 1996). We extended knowledge
of these projections by documenting synapses between these
projections and MOC neurons, immunostaining these projections
for the glutamate transporter VGlut2, and revealing the terminal
ﬁelds in three-dimensions using computer-aided microscopy.
Finally, we show that the systematic nature of these projections
become less precise in a manner proportional to severity of hearing
loss, but not age.
4.1. Role of descending projections
Higher auditory nuclei are able to inﬂuence afferent input at the
earliest stage of the auditory system via descending pathways,
which culminate at the auditory efferents (Mulders and Robertson,
2000a; b; Malmierca and Ryugo, 2010, 2011). Auditory cortex
projects in a topographic way to VNTB, reiterating the tonotopic
projections of the IC (Feliciano et al., 1995). MOC efferents shift the
dynamic range of auditory nerve ﬁber (ANF) responses via their
inhibitory effects on OHCs. Individual MOC ﬁbers are relatively
sharply tuned, with slightly wider tips relative to frequency-
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matched ANFs (Robertson, 1984; Liberman and Brown, 1986), and
exhibit lower activation thresholds in noise, compared to quiet
(Winslow and Sachs, 1987, 1988; Liberman, 1988). MOC activation
can be evoked by broadband noise or tones where the greatest
effects on ANFs occur when matched in frequency (Liberman,
1989). These observations are consistent with the tonotopic projections of olivocochlear efferents to the hair cell receptors (Guinan
et al., 1984; Robertson, 1984; Liberman and Brown, 1986). The frequency selectivity exhibited by MOCs, especially in the presence of
noise, facilitates operations affecting stimulus selection such as
ﬁltering and attention (Ryugo, 2010). Given the increased variability of IC projections to the MOC efferents in hearing loss, it
seems likely that these less precise spatial terminations could
impair the discrimination between acoustic streams dependent on
spectral differences.
Acoustic stream segregation in noise also utilizes sound localization cues (Bregman, 1994; Middlebrooks and Onsan, 2012; David
et al., 2015). It is noteworthy that there is OC enhancement of sound
localization in the presence of background noise (May et al., 2004).
Lesions that involve MOC connections with the inner ear result in
an inability of ferrets to compensate for unilateral ear plugging
during a sound localization task. Normal localization skill returns
following removal of the ear plug (Irving et al., 2011). These results
imply that MOC efferents are involved in adaptive behavior that
compensates for unilateral hearing loss. A related study in humans
reported that the ability to locate a sound source co-varied with the
strength of MOC reﬂex suppression (Andeol et al., 2011). Collectively, these observations support the notion that OC activity has a
role in sound localization in the presence of noise and a disruption
of IC projections to the MOC could affect this process. By extrapolation, such deterioration would affect speech understanding in
noise, a major complaint associated with hearing loss.
4.2. MOC efferents receive direct, excitatory synaptic input from the
IC
Electrical stimulation of the IC results in tonotopic attenuation
of the incoming afferent signal. CNIC activation results in a decrease
in compound action potential (CAP; measure of gross ANF activation), an increase in cochlear microphonic (CM; measure of OHC
activity), and a suppression of distortion product otoacoustic
emission (DPOAEs; Mulders and Robertson, 2000a, 2002; Popelar
et al., 2002; Groff and Liberman, 2003; Ota et al., 2004). These effects were retained after sectioning of the middle ear muscles
(Scates et al., 1999), but disappeared after sectioning of the olivocochlear bundle (Zhang and Dolan, 2006), directly implicating MOC
efferent involvement.
IC shocks evoke MOC-like effects, so it follows that descending
inputs onto MOC efferents would be excitatory. VNTB is a heterogeneous nucleus, both in terms of constituent cells and axonal
input. VNTB is known to house inhibitory glycinergic and
GABAergic (Helfert et al., 1989; Vetter et al., 1991) cells in addition
to the cholinergic MOC efferents (Yao and Godfrey, 1995, 1998,
1997). Projections into the VNTB are similarly heterogeneous,
with terminals identiﬁed as glutamatergic (Billups, 2005; Blaesse
et al., 2005), noradrenergic (Wang and Robertson, 1997), and
serotonergic (Woods and Azeredo, 1999).
Glutamate is the primary excitatory neurotransmitter utilized in
the IC (Adams and Wenthold, 1979), and terminals in the VNTB are

Fig. 9. Injection sites in the IC of 6-month old mice with normal hearing, hearing loss,
or congenital deafness. (AeB) Electrophysiologically directed injections in normal
hearing 6-month old CBA/CaH mice were made at 13 kHz (A) and 14 kHz (B). Discrete
placement of neuronal tracer into the approximate 12 kHz region was directed by

stereotaxic coordinates derived from reconstructions of frequency laminae of hearing
mice. (AeB) Injections into DBA/2 mice and (CeE) injections into deaf Shaker-2 mice.
These injection sites correspond in a location resembling that of 11 kHz in normal
hearing mice (Fig. 7B).
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Fig. 10. Frequency organization of the descending terminal ﬁelds in individual 6-month-old CBA/CaH mice. (AeB) 3-dimensional renderings of boutons (green crosses) in VNTB
viewed from the dorsal aspect showing the terminal distribution through the superior olivary complex. (CeD) Heat maps of normalized data from each case show bouton density
with respect to spread along the mediolateral and rostrocaudal axes. (EeF) Plots of each case (green) show relative bouton density (ellipse height) and mean ± SD (ellipse center and
length, respectively), with data from the 11 kHz CBA/CaH (blue) plotted for reference.

strongly labelled for VGlut2 but not VGlut1 (Billups, 2005). Using a
combination of electron and confocal microscopy we were able to
conﬁrm that boutons from IC cells synapse directly onto MOC efferents in normal hearing mice. These labelled terminals exhibit
round synaptic vesicles and asymmetric postsynaptic densities that
are highly suggestive of excitatory neurotransmission. Colocalization of VGlut2 is consistent with the idea that these terminals are excitatory in nature.
4.3. Direct descending tonotopic input from the IC to MOCs
The tonotopic gradient of the ascending auditory system appears to be mirrored by the descending pathway. In normal hearing

animals, descending projections from the auditory cortex (Feliciano
et al., 1995) and IC to the VNTB (Caicedo and Herbert, 1993;
Malmierca et al., 1996) demonstrate a tonotopic gradient where
high frequency terminals project medially and low frequency
projections project laterally. Retrograde tracing experiments suggest that MOC efferent cell bodies in VNTB are topographically
organized with respect to the location of their peripheral projections in the cochlea (Guinan et al., 1983, 1984; Robertson et al.,
1987). Additionally, dye injections conﬁrm that the peripheral
termination of electrophysiologically tuned MOC efferents matches
the cochlear place of auditory nerve ﬁbers mapped by characteristic
frequency (Robertson, 1984; Liberman and Brown, 1986; Brown,
1989, 2014).

Fig. 11. Frequency organization of the descending terminal ﬁelds in individual 6-month-old DBA/2 mice. (AeB) 3-dimensional renderings of boutons (black crosses) in VNTB viewed
from a dorsal aspect of the brain show their distribution through the superior olivary complex. (CeD) Heat maps of normalized data from each case show bouton density with
respect to spread along the mediolateral and rostrocaudal axes. (EeF) Plots of each case (black) show relative bouton density (ellipse height) and mean ± SD (ellipse center and
length, respectively), with data from the 11 kHz CBA/CaH (blue) plotted for reference. In both cases of hearing loss, the normalized distribution of descending terminals was shifted
medially compared to the normal hearing CBA/CaH at 11 kHz (p  0.01). There was, however, no signiﬁcant difference in variance between the two DBA/2 cases, or compared to the
normal hearing CBA/CaH, suggesting that the spread of boutons along the mediolateral aspect remained consistent in hearing loss and was comparable to that seen in normal
hearing.
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4.4. Decoding the contribution of descending pathways
Our observations on descending projections to MOC efferents
merit some additional comments. While MOC efferent activity
appears to be involved in extracting signals from noise, the
mechanisms for distinguishing signal from noise remains to be
determined. A number of characteristics common to both the IC
and MOCs imply that descending projections may provide multimodal contextual cues by assigning relevance and importance to
some sounds over others. Within the context of hearing, the IC is a
region where auditory and non-auditory inputs converge. Increases
in MOC activity have been shown to occur with tasks involving
these same non-auditory systems. Consequently, the IC represents
a ﬁtting candidate to provide the accessory information used to ﬁne
tune MOC gain control.
The addition of cross-modal attentional cues can inﬂuence
auditory performance. Visual discrimination and attention tasks
shift auditory evoked potentials (Oatman, 1971, 1976; Oatman and
Anderson, 1977; Lukas, 1981), compound action potentials (CAPs),
and cochlear microphonics (CMs) in a manner analogous to MOC
activation (Delano et al., 2007). Furthermore, the magnitude of
these cochlear effects is correlated to the level of attentional demand, and the time course is linked to the onset of attention
(Delano et al., 2007).
The IC receives input from the visual system and is implicated in
complex attentional processes related to anticipatory behavioural
performance. IC cells receive direct retinal innervation (Morin and
Studholme, 2014), respond to light stimulation (Syka and Radilweiss, 1973; Tawil et al., 1983), and use eye position information

such as saccades (Groh et al., 2001; Porter et al., 2007) to integrate
auditory and visual information. In the CNIC, single unit discharge
rates in response to sound are increased during reaction time tasks
that use visually alerting stimuli (Ryan and Miller, 1977; Ryan et al.,
1984). With respect to saccadic performance, this integration
appeared to be reﬂexive as the maintenance of ﬁxation was not
required for signiﬁcant IC activation (Porter et al., 2007). However,
when saccadic performance was paired with an anticipatory
reward, some IC cells would exhibit a stronger response (Metzger
et al., 2006). Of those that gave a stronger response to reward,
the magnitude of IC cell activation was related to the magnitude of
the reward (Metzger et al., 2006). Therefore, IC cells show convergent audio, visual, and attentional activation properties that could
feasibly be used to direct MOC activation.
At the cortical level, deafening and partial hearing loss can
result in multisensory plasticity (Allman et al., 2009; Meredith
et al., 2012). Therefore, the integration of visual and somatosensory information with auditory input at the level of the IC may
help to explain the appearance of normal synapses in pathological
hearing conditions seen here. Accordingly, the incorporation of
non-auditory input in the descending auditory pathway may
prove a critical factor in understanding the extent and time course
of neural reorganization that occurs following loss of afferent
auditory input.

4.5. Conclusions
We have systematically mapped the tonotopic nature of the
descending IC projection in normal hearing mice and quantiﬁed the

Fig. 12. Frequency organization of the descending terminal ﬁelds in individual 6-month old congenitally deaf Shaker2 mice. (AeC) 3-dimensional renderings of boutons (red
crosses) in VNTB viewed from the dorsal aspect of the brain show their distribution through the superior olivary complex. (DeF) Heat maps of normalized data from each case show
bouton density with respect to spread along the mediolateral and rostrocaudal axes. The density and spread of descending terminals in deaf cases appeared patchy in comparison to
the hearing and hearing loss cases. (GeI) Plots of each case (red) showing relative bouton density (ellipse height) and mean ± SD (ellipse center and length, respectively), with the
11 kHz CBA/CaH (blue) plotted for reference. The terminal ﬁeld of deaf cases appeared to be located laterally with respect to the normal hearing CBA/CaH at 11 kHz, but only the
grand mean of the ﬁrst animal (A, D, G) showed statistical signiﬁcance (p  0.0001). All deaf cases showed signiﬁcantly greater variance than the normal hearing CBA/CaH at 11 kHz
(p < 0.05).
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pathologic distribution of these projections in mice with impaired
hearing. MOC efferent neurons located medially receive high frequency input from the IC and project to basal, high frequency
cochlear regions. MOC efferent neurons that are situated more
medially receive progressively lower frequency input from the IC
and project to progressively more apical cochlear regions (Guinan
et al., 1984; Robertson et al., 1987; Brown, 1993). Thus the IC
sends excitatory signals directly to frequency matched MOC
efferents.
The differential patterns of tonotopic reorganization recorded in
the two models of pathologic hearing (DBA/2 and sh2/sh2 mice) are
consistent with current ideas of stimulus-dependent reﬁnement of
tonotopy that is present prior to the onset of hearing (Gabriele
et al., 2000; Leake et al., 2002; Kandler, 2004; Kandler et al.,
2009). Axonal pruning that maintains frequency organization is
dependent on normal, afferent input, as shown in animals reared
under constant, sub-threshold shift inducing white noise (Werthat
et al., 2008). The presence of auditory input after hearing onset is a
critical time in axonal reﬁnement (Werthat et al., 2008). The two
mouse strains with pathological hearing utilized in this study
allowed us to investigate the nature of such pruning in progressive
frequency-speciﬁc hearing loss and in the absence of any sound
input.
DBA/2 mice display progressive high frequency hearing loss,
present at P11 (hearing onset). At one month of age, thresholds in
the frequency region investigated here are elevated. Therefore, the
reﬁnement of the pre-existing tonotopic arrangement by axonal
pruning could still occur (Kandler et al., 2009). As no signiﬁcant
change in variance in mediolateral terminal location across the
rostrocaudal axis was evident when compared to normal hearing
animals, our data support an input-dependent tonotopic reﬁnement. The descending terminal redistribution is reminiscent of
cortical plasticity, where topographic reorganization occurs after
sensory damage. The preferential high frequency hearing loss in
these animals is predictive of the medial location shift observed.
In the absence of afferent input, axonal pruning fails to occur,
and the tonotopic organization resembles that seen prior to hearing
onset (Gabriele et al., 2000). Consequently, the organization of
descending IC input in the congenitally deaf Shaker-2 mice matched
what would be predicted prior to hearing onset. No mediolateral
shift was observed compared to the normal hearing animals,
although the greater variance in mediolateral location across the
rostrocaudal axis suggests that an absence of afferent input
impaired the axonal pruning that reﬁnes the pre-existing
descending tonotopy.
It is difﬁcult to assess the accuracy of mediolateral shifts in our
hearing loss and deafness animals because one contributor to the
variation is the difference in injection site location and tracer
spread between animals. Nevertheless, we predict that the significantly greater variance seen in the deaf but not hearing loss animal
reﬂects the inﬂuence of afferent input on axonal pruning. In this
context, a number of predictions can be made with respect to terminal organization in different frequency regions in each of these
animals. For example, in the congenitally deaf animal, we would
expect tracer injections at any frequency to result in a greater terminal bouton spread due to impaired pruning. On the other hand,
descending high frequency projections from the IC of a DBA/2 animal, with early onset high frequency hearing loss, are predicted to
show an increased spread of terminal distribution similiar to that of
deaf animals. IC projections to MOCs from the low frequency region
might be expected to appear more like those of normal hearing
mice because they have not yet been affected by hearing loss.
These small but signiﬁcant changes in the descending terminal
ﬁelds that accompany hearing loss and deafness could result in
decreased gain control via improper MOC activation. The
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implication of this change is that precision of descending sources
enabling selective suppression of “noise” is blurred. For humans,
such changes could contribute to a difﬁculty understanding speech
in noisy environments.
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